


PROMA-X
ELECTRIC 150
ELECTRIC RANDOM ORBITAL 
SANDER -150 MM

The ProMa-X Electric 150 is equipped with 
a highly flexible power cord which reduces 
the risk of kinks or cord rupture. It also has 
7 different speeds. With a reach between 
4,000 and 10,000 RPM. Two protective 
systems are installed to protect the ma-
chine from overheating and downforce 
overload. The ProMa-X Electric 150 comes 
with six free hose-cable clips. They easily 
connect the cable to the dust extractor 
hose, which minimizes the risk of tripping 
of loose cables.

The strength of the ProMa-X Air 150 is its 
ergonomic design and light weight. Due 
to the ergonomic grip, vibrations are easily 
absorbed. Hand fatigue will be reduced 
considerably and there will be a better 
feeling with the machine. At the same 
time its light weight (< 1 kg.) causes the 
ProMa-X Air 150 to be extremely mobile 
and particularly suitable for curved areas. 
This versatile and user-friendly sander has 
a rotation speed of up to 12,000 RPM and 
comes standard with the corresponding 
back-up pad (885-0159).

PROMA-X
AIR 150
PNEUMATIC RANDOM  
ORBITAL SANDER - 150 MM

150 MM 4,000 -  
10,000 RPM

150 MM
15 HOLES5 MM 5 MM 12,000 RPM

7 SPEEDS 220 - 240 V
350 W1,41 KG 0,95 KG 480 L/min

6,2 bar

910-0500 910-0600



The ProMa-X Polisher 150 has a powerful 
1100 W engine to get the best result quickly. 
Due to its safe start, the polish compound 
will not spread around, allowing you to work 
in a clean working environment. You can set
the machine on 6 different speeds, with a 
reach between 750 and 1,850 RPM. Large 
surfaces can be polished in less time by using 
a 190 mm pad. The ergonomic handle can 
be used by right- and left-handed persons 
because it can be attached on both sides. 
With the innovative drive shaft lock you can 
easily lock the rotating part, enabling you to 
safely change machine pads.

PROMA-X
POLISHER 150
ELECTRIC POLISHER - 150 MM

150 MM

6 SPEEDS 1450 L/min2,2 KG 13,5 KG

700 -  
1,850 RPM

230 V
1100 W

230 V
2400 W

910-0700 L-CLASS 910-0820
M-CLASS 910-0810

The vacuum is suitable for both electric and 
pneumatic tools. It is user-friendly and a 
true cost-saver because only one vacuum is 
needed. The vacuum starts when the electric 
or pneumatic sander is turned on and stops 
when the sander is turned off. It results in 
less noise, a longer vacuum lifetime and 
electricity savings. Every 15 seconds the 
filter cleans itself automatically, providing 
a constant suction performance and less 
maintenance. It is also possible to safely 
absorb liquids. The M-class is equiped with 
a safety indicator. As soon as the air velocity 
drops below 20m/sec, the vacuum gives a 
signal to warn for the risk of too much dust. 

PROMA-X
DUST 
EXTRACTOR
INDUSTRIAL ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC  
DUST EXTRACTOR - L & M-CLASS

45 L>1 mg/m3 (L)
>0.1 mg/m3 (M)



MINI ORBITAL SANDER KD-501
72MM

ART NO. : 910-7501

TOUCH-UP SANDER
31 MM

ART NO. :910-3501

ASSILEX / BUFLEX DRY SANDER KO-202
70 X 115 MM

ART NO. : 910-0202

POLISHER KP-302
123 MM

ART NO. : 910-0302

POLISHER KP-301
72 MM

ART NO. : 910-0301

POLISHER 450 PL
72 MM

ART NO. : M00-4000
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